Welcome

Ready to go where no
investor has gone before?
For investors, the obsession with
the billionaires club is a distraction.
A whole universe of investment opportunities exists
in SpaceTech as technologies and infrastructure are
developed to deploy the rapidly growing number of
low Earth orbit satellite constellations. These will
acquire and transfer increasing volumes of data for
communications, weather forecasting, climate
change, imagery, resource planning, asset tracking,
navigation and defence.
Join us for exclusive access to the newest space
innovations and insights in 2022. You’ll be joining
thousands of investors across 60+ channels
including Bloomberg, S&P and Refinitiv. We’re
confident you’ll be glad you did.

Discover more >

GET THE INSIDE
TRACK FROM

WHAT YOU
CAN EXPECT

AAC Clyde specialises in small
satellite technologies and services
that enable businesses, governments and educational organisations to
access high-quality, timely data from space.
Topics covered:
•

Projects underpinning the future technologies and access to new applications AAC Clyde
offers.

•

The significant expansion and enhancement the group has experienced over the last 18
months, due to the acquisitions of Hyperion, SpaceQuest and Omnisys.

•

The opportunities and capabilities of the African subsidiary AAC Clyde started in 2021.

•

AAC Clyde’s roadmap and the investment required to drive revenues to an expected c $50m
next year and to $250m in 2030.

•

Features of AAC Clyde’s model which enable them to compete with the megaconstellations
being deployed by Space X, OneWeb and others.
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WHAT YOU
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Creotech is focused on developing
and delivering modern technologies
that are crucial for the space industry, science and other important
sectors of economy.
Topics covered:
•

Creotech Instruments’ foundations, strategy and ambition.

•

The New Space technologies, Earth Observation, Science, Manufacturing and European
Space Agency projects.

•

Revenue development for Creotech Instruments over the decade, and third party sales of
products and data services as significant components of growth.

•

The main projects the group have been involved in to date and the current areas of focus
and programmes for Creotech Instruments.

•

Creotech Instruments’ own HyperSat microsatellites for proprietary constellation
deployment, and the unique advantages of the group’s configuration as opposed CubeSat
offerings, as well as its main applications.
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WHAT YOU
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Exos Aerospace is a leading
developer and operator of reusable
space vehicles.
Topics covered:
•

A brief history of the foundation of Exos Aerospace and its development to date.

•

The key advantages of Exos Aerospace’s reusable vehicle proposition within the launch and
transportation segment of the space market.

•

Exos Aerospace’s flight heritage, and where they are in the development of launch vehicles.

•

The missions Exos Aerospace are currently able to support and the key future developments
that will drive revenue growth.

•

Key operational targets for the company and their ambition for 2030.
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WHAT YOU
CAN EXPECT

Nasdaq- and Frankfurt-listed
Mynaric is leading the industrial
revolution of laser communications
by producing optical communications terminals for air, space and
mobile applications.
Topics covered:
•

The change in the way in which commercial satellites are being used for global
communication and the big players driving this change.

•

The similar seismic shift in the way in which governments are using satellites.

•

What the switch from networks containing a few highly complex satellites to networks
deploying hundreds of smaller satellites will mean for manufacturers.

•

The switch from microwave links to optical links.

•

How Mynaric are well placed to benefit from these trends and where they are in the
development of their launch vehicles.
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WHAT YOU
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Seraphim Space Investment Trust
(SSIT) targets early and growth stage
SpaceTech companies that have the
potential to dominate globally and that are sector leaders with first
mover advantages in areas such as climate, communications, mobility
and cyber security.
Topics covered:
•

The key elements SSIT looks for when making an investment in the space sector.

•

SSIT’s fantastic position to assess the New Space tech markets, and the areas that deliver
sustainable profitable growth.

•

SSIT’s view of the prospects for industrialising space with microgravity manufacturing
facilities, laboratories and potential uses such as solar power generation.

•

Disruptors and the rapid evolution of payload technology.

•

Space-enabled industries combatting climate change now and in the future.

Discover more >

REACH OUT
Want more?
Email us at
events@edisongroup.com
or visit
edisongroup.com/edison-open-forum-space-2022

DISCLAIMER
The content set out in these interviews,
QuickViews and associated materials is for
informational purposes only and is not
intended to be, nor should it be construed
as investment advice. Such information is
not directed at any investors or potential
investors, does not constitute an offer to
buy or sell any securities, and may not be
used or relied upon them in evaluating the
merits of any investment. In particular, the
information does not constitute any form
of investment, business, legal, tax or other
advice or recommendation by Edison
Investment Research Limited and is not
intended to be relied upon by users for any
reasons whatsoever, including in making
(or refraining from making) any investment
decisions. Appropriate independent advice
should be obtained before making any such
investment decision. Any arrangement
made between you and any third party
over the course of the Open Forum event
is at your sole risk and responsibility.

